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 Systematically Build Great Companies
& Instantly Propel Your Startups

Forward.
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Over 130+
Companies
Built 

Currently
900+
Founders
building with
the 100 Tasks

50+ Countries 
 



Streamline Your Launch Process
Through Two Pillars

I.
LEARN

Framework & Checklist
 

II.
POWERSHEETS

Toolkit & Automation
 



          (Source: CB Insights)

66% of Venture-Funded Startups Fail! 
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35% 14%25%
Due to lack of

need in the
market 

 

Due to being too
slow to the

market
 

Due to the
wrong team



Remove Redundancies
Stop re-inventing the wheel and automate function-
building for all of your ventures. 

Be More Data Driven
Instill a data driven culture and track KPIs like a
hawk through a plug-and-play toolkit.

Track Progress 
Maximize your capacity by tracking the progress of
each venture at an overhead level. 

Systemize the Roadmap

Apply a replicable and proven process across all of
your startups to eliminate the guesswork. Why the 100 Tasks? 



 Ideation down to
a science with true

validation as the
single output.

The 100 Tasks + Your Ventures =

A proven Launch
Timeline to uphold
accountability all

in one place. 

Prevention of a wrong
hire through lean

operations and a rigid
Hiring Process.



Launch Right. Launch Fast. Launch More.



100 Tasks LEARN
Each startup will have personalized access to a
dashboard where they can systematically follow
the process: Ideation, MVP Development, Data
Infrastructure, Scaling, and more

Progress Dashboard 

As the venture builder you'll be able to track the
ventures progress via an oversight dashboard.

100 Tasks POWERSHEETS
120+ customizable spreadsheets, charters,
roadmaps, checklists, calculators, reports,
dashboards, trackers, covering every function and
the entire value chain.

The
 Logistics
What will it look like?
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"We used the 100 Tasks in our innovation lab that works on a
venture builder model. It was interesting for us to discover the
100 Tasks because it was a good way for us to rationalize what we
were already doing and to then build on in a structured way. It
changed the way we and our portfolio operated for the better. "

Florent Bardy
   Area42 

"Most venture studios possess — at most! — 50% of the know-how
contained in the Playbook. I told Martin that he can basically
charge whatever he wants for this thing. It was invaluable for our
startups."

Michael van Lier
We are Builders



Under the 100 Tasks System
 

84% of ventures make it to Seed Stage.
57% make it to Series A.



We strive to sustainably foster innovation by
democratizing entrepreneurship through a proven

venture building process.

as featured in

Join Our Vision


